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Abstract 
In this thesis, we propose a baseline-free procedure with missing or miss-
mcasurcd covariates in the general semi-parametric transformation regression 
models. Traditionally, users needed to specify or estimate the baseline function 
before estimating parameters in transformation models. Procedures' involving 
estimation of nuisance parameters are not stable and are difficult to deal with. 
On the other hand, wc use a marginal likelihood approach which avoids this dif-
ficulty due to the separation of the regression and the baseline parameters in 
transformation models. 
This baseline-free property could be a simplified and stable computation 
algorithm when censoring and missing occurs. Wc required the data to be missing 
at random {MAR) or missing completely at random (MCAR). We also presented 
a detailed computational algorithm using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
stochastic approximation. And extensive simulation studies have showed that 
the proposed approach performed well and gave accurate estimates. We also 
illustrated the method with a real data, set from an analysis of the mouse leukemia 
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data (Kalbfleisch and Prentice 1980, Appendix. 1, dataset V). The results are 
consistent with the published result using competitive procedure. 
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The Cox-regression model (Cox, 1972), the proportional odds model (Bennett, 
1983) and the probit regression model are different kinds of the transformation 
models which have been very popular in survival analysis and epidemiological 
studies. At the same time, statisticians often face the problem of incomplete 
covariates information in the same type of problem. If we ignore these missing 
covariate cases and only use the complete case to estimate the parameters then 
we would introduce serious bias to those estimates. 
In analyzing the transformation models, many published approaches for han-
dling missing covariate problem require the user to specify the baseline survival 
function, an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter. As we know, our main in-
terest is the regression parameters only and their variances estimates. In the case 
of no missing data, these estimates do not depend on the survival function. In 
this thesis, wc use the idea in Gu, Sun and Zuo (2003) to develop a new approach 
which does not require the user to spccify the nuisance parameter in handling 
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missing covariate problem. We show that the new approach achieves better ef-
ficiency, resulting in better performance of the estimators. We do that by using 
the marginal likelihood approach. 
It is well known that for uncensored data with Cox proportional-hazard models 
with fully observed covariates, the efficient estimates of the regression parameters 
(Anderson and Gill, 1982; Begun et al, 1983) can be obtained by the maximization 
of the Cox partial likelihood (Cox, 1972; Cox, 1975). 
For censored data with fully observed variables, there have been many meth-
ods, Bennett (1983) Mand urphy, Rossini and van dcr Vaart (1997) based on 
maximum semiparametric likelihood; Doksum (1987), Dabrowska, and Doksum 
(1988a) and Lam and Leung (2001) base on maximum marginal likelihood; Pet-
titt (1982，1984), Clayton and Cuzick, (1985) and Cuzick (1988) based on rank 
approximations; Cheng, Wei, and Ying (1995) based on estimating equations; 
Dabrowska and Doksum (1998b), Dabrowska, Doksum, and Miura (1989), Wu 
(1995) and Hsieli (1996) based on two-sample case and Gu, Sun and Zuo (2003) 
based on the baseline free approach. 
For handling incomplete covariatcs, some methods have been proposed for 
estimating the regression parameters under Cox regression Model. These include 
the modification of the partial likelihood (Lin and Ying, 1993; Robins, Rotnitzky, 
and Zhao, 1994; Zhou and Pepe 1995; Wang et al, 1997; Paik and Tsai, 1997)， 
nonparametric likelihood (Lipsitz and Ibrahim, 1998; Chan and Little, 1999), 
Profile likelihood (Chan and Little, 2001) 
In this paper, we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) stochastic approx-
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imation algorithm (Gu and Kong, 1998: Delyon, Lavielle and Moulines, 1999) to 
solve the marginal likelihood. Then a simple Gibbs sampling procedure will be 
constructed from the conditional distribution given the missing data pattern and 
the incomplete survival time ranking from the data set. According to the algo-
rithm of Gu, Sun and Zhu (2003) in analyzing the transformation models, three 
stages MCMC stochastic approximation algorithm have been proved to be effi-
cient in all the cases of our simulation. 
The basic concepts of survival data and the details of missing complete at 
random (MCAR) and missing at random (MAR) will be discussed in the following 
three sub-sections. The marginal likelihood approach and the score equations 
are established in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we will introduce the basic idea of 
the MCMC stochastic approximation algorithm. Extensive simulations of the 
efficiency of the methodology and the analysis of the real data set, a study of 
Mouse Leukemia, are reported in chapter 4 and section 7 respectively. Lastly, a 
discussion is given in chapter 6. 
1.1 Basic concepts of survival data 
Survival data is a datasct describing the time until an event occur on a subject 
(eg. a mice, a patient). The time variable we interest is called failure time or 
survival time. It is termed as failure even a positive event is of interest. The 
event of interest usually is (a) death, (b) incidence of a disease or (c) recovering 
from a disease. And their corresponding survival time may represent (a) the 
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number of years patients remain alive until their death, (b) the number of years 
the patients arc healthy or (c) the time interval the patients stay in remission. 
Following Cox and Oakes (1984), a special source of difficulty in the analysis 
of survival data is censoring, the possibility that some individuals may not be 
observed for the full time to failure. So, the incomplete observation of the failure 
time is callcd censoring. Like failure, censoring ia a point event and that the 
period of observation for censored individuals must be recorded. According to 
Lam (2000)，the following example can illustrate some concepts of survival data 
and censoring clearly. 
For patients who have been discovered to have a certain kind of heart disease 
and then immediately received a heart transplant, one may want to know how 
long the patient can survive or how large the risk of death at some specific time 
after the medial treatment. The study was started in January, 1996. Bccause 
of the limitation of time and money, investigation has been estricted to a fixed 
period of time, say 5 years and Fig 1.1 shows 5 patients entering the study at 
different time in the 5-year study period. 
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Figure 1.1: A graphical presentation of survival data : X, death; o, censoring (a) 
Real time, (b) time t from entry into study 
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• Patient A was discoverd to have this heart disease and received a heart 
transplant in Jan, 1996 and died in Jan,1998. He survived 24 months after 
the transplantation. 
• Patient B was discoverd to have this heart disease and received a heart 
transplant in Jul, 1996. Because of some reasons, he was unwilling to go on 
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the study and lost to follow-up in Jan, 1997. In this case we can say that 
he could survive at least 6 months but may be longer. It was an example 
of incomplete data point in describing the survival time. 
• Patient C received a heart transplant in Jul, 1996 and died in Jan, 1998 
by car accidcnt. Bccause we were only interested in survival time due to 
the heart transplant, we may say he survival at least 18 months, It was an 
another example of incomplete data point in reference to the survival time 
of interest. 
• Patient D reccivecl a heart transplant in Jul, 1997 and died in Jul, 1999. 
He survived 24 months after the transplantation. 
• Patient E rcccived a heart transplant at Jul, 1997. He still survived until 
the cncl of study. We say he survived at least 42 months. It was the 
next example of incomplete data point in rcfcrencc to the survival time of 
interest. 
For the patients A and D, we know their exact survival time that is the time 
period between they received a heart transplant and thier death. However, wc 
do not know the exact survival time for the patients B, C and E. Instead, wc 
know they survive up to certain months. These 3 incomplete data points are 
called ccnsored data points. To be more specific, it is right-ccnsorcd data since 
the survival time is incomplete at the right. The reasons of censoring are roughly 
described a s follow: 
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• the patient, for some reasons, was unwilling to continue the study before 
an event occur (e.g. Patient B) 
• due to unrelated death (e.g. Patient C) 
• no event occur before the end of the study (e.g. Patient E) 
In this thesis, we only focus on the survival data which are right-censorcd, 
telling us the data are incomplete or truncated on the right-side. On the other 
hand, in this thesis, we will not consider the left-censored survival data, the data 
arc incomplete or truncated on the left-side. 
Let T and C be the survival time, the censoring time respectively. Correspond-
ingly, lot X = mm{T, C} be the observed survival time and 5 = 1{T < C}. In 
thcis setting, <5 = 1 indicates the actual survival time is equal to the observed 
survival time. While <5 = 0 indicate the actual survival time is greater than the 
obscvcd survival time. Thus, S is the censoring indicator to show the data is 
censorcd or not. The data set corresponding to the heart transplant example is 
shown in Table 1.1: 
Table 1.1: A presentation of survival data in a table 
Patient T C X S 
A 24 / 18 1 
B 6 + 6 6 0 
C 18+ 18 18 0 
D 24 / 24 1 
E 36+ 36 36 0 
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1.2 Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) 
According to Rubin (1976) and Allision (2002), suppose a particular covariate 
Z of the data set is possibly missing, and the probability of missing is not related 
to the true value of Z or to the values of the any other covariatcs in the data set, 
then Z is said to be missing completely at random (MCAR). In mathematical 
expression, 
Pr(Z missing 丨 Z, X) — Pr(Z missing). 
When this assumption is satisfied for all covariates, the set of individuals with 
complete ease data can be viewed as a simple random subsample from the original 
set of observations. Note that MCAR does allow for the possibility that "missing-
ncss" on Z is related to " missingncss" on some other covariate X. For example, 
even if some people refuse to report their age invariably refuse to report their 
weight in a survey, it is still possible that the data could be missing complete at 
random. 
On the other hand, the MCAR assumption would be violated if people who 
did not report their weight were elder, on average, than people who did report 
their weight. Wc can test this situation easily by dividing the sample into those 
who did and did not report their weight, and testing for a difference in mean 
age. If there are, in fact, no systematic differences on the fully observed variables 
between those with data present and those with missing data, then data are said 
to be observed at random. However, just the data passing this test does not 
mean MCAR assumption is satisfied. Still there must be no relationship between 
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missingness on a particular variable and the values of that variable. 
Although MCAR is a rather strong assumption, there are times when this is 
reasonable, especially when data are missing as part of the research design. Such 
designs are often attractive to apply while a particular variable is very expensive 
and complex to measure. The strategy is that measuring the expensive variable 
only for a random subset of the larger sample, implying that data are missing 
completely at random for the remainder of the sample. 
1.3 Missing at Random (MAR) 
A considerably weaker assumption is that the data are missing at random 
(MAR). Data Z arc said to be missing at random if the probability of missing 
data on Z is not related to the value of Z、after controlling for other covariatcs in 
the analysis. Suppose there are only two covariatcs X and Z、where X is always 
observed and Z sometimes is missing. MAR means that 
Pr(Z missing | Z, X) == Pr(Z missing | X). 
This expression means that the conditional probability of missing data on Z、 
given both covariatcs, Z and X, is equal to the probability of missing data on Z 
given X alone. For example, the MAR assumption would be satisfied if the proba-
bility of missing data on incomc depends on a person's marital status, but within 
cach marital status category, the probability of missing income was unrelated 
to income. Generally, data are not missing at random if those individuals with 
missing data on a particular variable tend to have lower (or higher) values 011 that 
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variable than those with data present, controlling for other observed variables. 
So it is impossible to test whether the MAR condition is satisfied unless a 
subset of data, is completely observed with extra efforts, and the reason should 
be intuitively clear. Because the unknown missing data, value cannot be used 




The maximaization of the 
marginal likelihood 
2.1 Survival function ..! 
Some variables may have an effect on the survival time. Then it is more 
natural to do a regression model for the survival data. Now, we let Z be the 
p x 1 covariatcs and assume that T and C are conditionally independent given Z 
and the distribution of C is independent of T and Z. The linear transformation 
model is 
h(T) = -Z'P + e (2.1) 
where e is a random error with known distribution function F, /? is a p x 1 
regression parameter vector and h(t) is a monotone increasing but otherwise 
unspecified function. 
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If e has the extreme value distribution with F(e) = 1 一 ea;p(—ee)’ (2.1) is 
the Cox regression model, while e has the standard logistic distribution, F(e)= 
1 - (1 + e6)-1，(2.1) is the proportional odds model and while e has the standard 
normal distribution, (2.1) is the Probit regression model. 
We denote the survival function, Sz(t), is the probability that a person can 
survive longer than time t for given covariates Z , or 
民 ⑴ = P t { T > t\Z) 
=Pr(h(T) > h(t)\Z) 
=Pr{e>Z'(3 + h{t)\Z) 
=l-F{Z'(3 + h(t)) (2.2) 
where h is an unspecified monotonic transformation function. 
At the same time, wc introduce a related function g s.t. g~ l = 1 - F. And 
(2.2) can be rewritten as 
辽 ( ¾ ⑴ ） = _ + (2.3) 
Following Gu, Sun and Zuo (2003)，wc rewrite (2.3) in the following general form, 
民 ⑴ = ¢ ( ¾ ⑴ , Z ， / 3 ) , (2.4) 
where S0{t) is an unknown continuous baseline survival function which depends 
only on t. Refer to (2.2), S0(t) can be regarded as S0{t) = 1 - F(h{t)) for given 
Z = 0. <E>(?/, v, w) is assumed known with ¢(0, v,w) = 0 and ¢(1, v,w) = 1 for any 
v and w. Model (2.4) rcduces to the semiparametric transformation regression 
(2.3) with = g~ 1{g{y) + v'w). In the following sections, we will setup 
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and maximaize the marginal likelihood to find out the estimates of the regression 
parameters /3. 
2.2 Missing covariate pattern 
Suppose that the covariatcs Z follow a parametric distribution denoted by 
ILy(Z), where 7 is a parameter of ^-dimension. And there exists some observa-
tions with missing covariates values. Let r(Zj) be missing covariate indicator of 
the i-th observation, s.t. 
T ( Z j ) = { t = (乃’ . • •，7"p) : Tj = 1 if Zij is not missing] Tj = 0 otherwise}. 
Let m(Zi) be the missing covariatc pattern of the i-th observation, s.t. 
‘ \ 
Zj = Z.^ , if 丁八Z.i) = 1; 
= < 么 = ( ^ 1 , . . ., zv) : Zj is a random number which  y 
follows H j Z i ) , otherwise. 
By the above setting, wc can define ( be the set of m(Z), s.t. 
C> = {Z = (zi,..., zn) : Zi e m(Zi)j 
2.3 Set of survival time with rank restrictions 
Suppose our data set {足，孓，Zi}, i = 1, . . . , n represents the observed survival 
data, censoring indicator and covariate respectively. For each i, X-L is related to 
the actual survival time J] by 
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<TU if ^ = 0, 
Xi< 
=Ti, if Si = 1. 
Ti has survival function Szi which has been specified by (2.4) for a known covariate 
Define Ai be the set of indices of observations which must occur after the i-th. 
observation, that is Ai = {j : Tj > T“ j = 1 , . . . , + ？:}. 
Similarly, Bi is defined as the set of indiccs of observations which must occur 
before the z-th observation, or = {j : Tj < j = 1,..., n, j + z}. 
By the above setting, we now contruct the set of times, A such that it is 
consistent with the rank restriction of the observed data, 
A = { t = {tu •.., tn) : tj < t i , j G Bi; U < t k , k e Ai, i = 1, •••，n}. ( 2 . 5 ) 
2.4 Marginal likelihood 
Assuming MAR and only considering the rank restriction of the observed data 
and the missing data pattern, the estimation of the parameters /3 is based on the 
maximaization of the marginal likelihood, Pr(T e A, Z G C | m(Z), /3). We can 
write 1/(/3,7) a s : 
MA7 ) = (-1) 7 1 / / I l ^ o f e ) , ^ , / ? ) fldSo(U) dH^(Z) 
CJ Za -» 1 S Z=l 'l=l 
= f [、fl^l - yu Zh P) f[dVi dH^Z) (2.6) 
where 
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and if we assume S0(t) is continuous, then the second equality could be come out 
after a simple transform . Here Q is the corresponding collection of uniform (0,1) 
vector consistent with the rank restrictions in A. 
As we seen (2.6), we have achieved our main goal, the separation of regression 
parameter and the nuisance parameter, ，and found that the marginal likelihood 
function is independent of the nuisance parameter S0. After that, its maximum 
marginal likelihood estimate and variance are also independent of S0. 
2.5 Score function 
Our task in this scction is to maximaze of the marginal likelihood by Monte 
Carlo to find the regression parameter. Define LC(P) = ]Yl=l(f)(l - iji, Zh p). And 
assuming that ^(y, v, w) is twice differentiable with respect to y and w. Then 
the scorc function S(p) will be 
= d J o g U ^ 
op 
=mlL lLc(/3) dH^z) 
= \ f i/(^;y;Z).p(y;Z;/?) dydH^Z) (2.7) 
where y = fei,2/n)', Z = (Z；,..., Z；)', 
n q 
释 , y ; Z ) = E ^ — m - vu zhp)} (2.8) 
i=l叩 
and p(y; Z; f3) is a conditional density given y, Z by 
P (y ; Z ; « = y ^ r f l (/)(1 - yu (5) /(y G Q) I(Z e C). (2.9) 
MPJ i=i 
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For obtaining the maximum marginal likelihood estimates of /?, denoted by 
P, we could solve 
S(P) = 0， (2.10) 
and the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of p can be estimated by the 
inverse of the information matrix -dS(p)/d(3 ' at = /3. Following the missing 
information principle (Louis, 1982), the inverse of the information matrix is 
= JJnI(P-,T,Z)-p(y;Z-p)dydH1(Z) (2.11) 
where 
3 
= - H{(5-y-Z)H{[5-.,y-Z)' (2.12) 
• ‘ " 
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Chapter 3 
The M C M C stochastic 
approximation approach 
Solving the score function is not an easy task using standard numerical 
method. The difficulty comes from (i) the high dimensional integral of the mar-
ginal likelihood L(P): (ii) the normalizing constant in p(y,z,P) which has no 
closcd analytic expression. 
To overcome these difficulties, we suggest that using Monte-Carlo integration 
to approximation S(P) by the sampling method to draw from the condition distri-
bution p(y, z, /3). Under ordinary cases, one needs a large number of simulations 
to derive an accurate value of S(p). Now, we modified the stochastic approxima-
tion algorithm, proposed by Gu and Kong (1998) and Gu and Zhu (2001), to solve 
the final task, the estimating function (2.10). Similarly to Gu and Kong (1998), 
wc can use the Gibbs sampling schcme (Gclfand and Smith, 1990; Tanner, 1993) 
to construct an efficient Markov transition probability 11^  {y, •) such that the 
17 
chain driven by this transition probability is periodic and irreducible with station-
ary distribution p(y，z, /?). The details of the procedure of the Markov transition 
probability can be found in the Appendix. 
Same as Gu, Sun and Zuo (2003)，our algorithm is composccl of three stages of 
stochastic approximation to solve for (2.10) and to obtain the variance estimate. 
The basic ideas of these three stages are the following: In stage I，we use a larger 
gain constant scquencc to force the estimates quickly into a small neighbor of the 
estimate p. In stage II’ we use the off-line average method of Polyak and Juditski 
(1992) to obtain the optimal rate of convcrgcncc. In stage III, we obtain the 
variance estimate by a new Markov chain which base on the parameter obtained 
in Stage II. The procedure of the above three stages as follows: 
In stage I，wc choosc a positive integer m and k0, an initial value /30, an initial 
matrix r0 , an initial information of data, Y0,m & Z0)Tri and set k = 1 followed by 
iterating steps 1 and 2 with k = 1,...,/^: 
Step 1. For fixed k, set Y\0 = Yk_hm and Zfc)0 = Zk_Un. For i = 1,..., m, 
generate from the transition probality n^.^^fc.i-i, •)> generate Zkii 
from the transition probality Y l p ^ Y ^ •); 
Step 2. Update the estimate P by 
= + 7 l f c(/0(/? f c_ i ;y f c ;z,) -r f c_!) , 
Pk = ^ - i + T i ^ 1 ( / ? , _ !； y f c ;z f c) (3.1) 
where Y k = (！^山…，！^冲)，and Zk = {ZkA,...,Zkjn) 
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1 rri 
H(P;Yk-Zk) = w-J2{h (/?； H (/?; Ykti] zkii)} 
一 1 m 3 
/0 (p-,Yk;Zk) = (P； Zk^)+ H {(3- YkA] Zk^)} (3.2) 
The gain constants are defined by j i k = 10/(/^
1 + 9), and I<i > I<Q is deter-
mined by 
= m / K > K0 :|| f； sgn^-p^/Ko ||<£11, (3.3) 
I k=K-K0+l J 
here sgn{(5k) is a vector of 1, 0 or -1 according to whether the component the 
component of pk is positive, zero or negative respectively. Integer m and K0 can 
be chosen rather arbitrary, the real number Ci G (0,1/2) and £i is preassigned 
number, usually taken to be a around 0.01. With these choicc, the algorithm 
proposed will typically move quickly towards p (cf. Gu and Zhu, 2001). An 
initial information of the data Yo，^ and ZQ，m can be obtain form the data by 
defining 
V _ ^ 
1 0,771,¾ _ TTT^  7TT 5 
+ 0 . 1 
^o,m,i = rn(Zi)' 
and setting Y Q j n = (^ o.m.i? ^o,m,n)
T5 where Xi is the observed time of z-th 
observation;Zo’m = (Zo，m，l;…;^ 0,m,n)pxnxm-
Stage II starts after stage I. It takes the final values of /?, r , Y and Z of stage 
I as its initial values. The algorithm iterates the same step 1 and 2 of Stage I 
with k = 1,..., K2. The gain constants 71/. arc rcplaccd by 
72fc = l / ( / c C 2 + 10), 
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where c2 6 (1/2,1).I<2 is defined in the following (3.5). On the other hands, let 
Po = 0, f 0 = 0, Hq = 0，and the average procedure is applied to find the final 
value of 
h = Pk-1 + (Pk - Pk-i)/k, 
ffc = ffc-i + (r^ - ffc_i)/A：, 
Hk = Hk-i + (H (Pk] Yk] Zk) - f h ^ / k . (3.4) 
After the I<2th iteration, the off-line average PI<2 is used as our final estimate of 
P. Following Gu and Zhu (2001), a stopping criterior k2 used for stage II of the 
stochastic approximation procedure can be defined by 
I<2 = inf {k : < e2] , (3.5) 
where £2 (usually taken to be around 0.0001) is a prcassigncd small number, 
= HkT^Hk + trace (¾¾] ’ 
and Efc is an estimate of the Monte Carlo error, and can be estimated by using 
the sample covariancc of I^H (ft-i; Yj] Zj),j = 1,..., /c|. 
In stage III, in order to obtain an estimate of the variance matrix of 咸 we sim-
ulate a final Markov chain sequence Yi, ..., YM, ZM with stable distribution 
p(Y, z, /3) and the variance estimate of p is taken to be the inverse of 
1 M 
^ E [ 我 ； ” ; d + n h , z{)] 
i=l 
where /(/?; Y] Z) is defined in (2.12) and the initial value Y"0 and Z0 are taken 
to be the final value of Y K 2 j n and Z K ^ m from Stage II respectively. The number 
M need to be a larger number. In our simulations, wc use M = 10000. 
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Under general conditions (Kushner and Yin, 1997; Dclyon et al.，1999; and 
Gu and Zhu, 2001)，P converges to p with root square rate, as /c —> oo. So (5k will 
be stable to 白 for sufficiently large k. The choice of m may make the procedure 
more stable and save the computation time. In general, a large m reduce the 
number of iterations that arc required by the MCMC stochastic approximation 
algorithm to achicve convergence. Wc suggest that m can be in the range of 50 
to 200. A finite value of I<i in stage I always exists, which is guaranteed by a 




We conduct four simulation studies to investigate and assess the performance 
of the proposed algorithm. And wc let the suitable distribution function F, as 
mentioned in chaptcr 2，then model can becomc the Cox, Probit and proportional 
odds regression model respectively. For all the simulated data, the baseline dis-
tribution was chosen to follow a Wcibull distribution with shape parameter 2 and 
scalc parameter .01. In the right censoring ease, an independent renewal process 
for each observation was begun at time 0 with exponential distributed increments 
that had mean 10 and containing the failure were recorded. 
Four different missing-clata mechanisms will be generated in the following 
simulation studies. 
In the stochastic approximation, wc always chose KQ = 100，cl = .3, c2 = .6 
and m = 50. 
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4.1 MCAR : Simulation 1 
Now, wc generated 500 samples, containing 200 observations with two indepen-
dent binary covariates and both of the success probabilities .5 in this study. And 
the rate of censoring has been fixed at 40%. And we only focus in the percentages 
of missing-data. The missing-data mechanism in here is the one of MCAR type: 
choosc certain percentage of observation in which half of them randomly delete 
both covariate values and half of the them randomly delete only second covariate 
values. 
Table 4.1: MCAR - In require level missing observations, half of both covariate 
values arc randomly deleted and half of the sccond covariate values arc randomly-
deleted 
True Missing (5\ /¾ 
(/^1,/¾) (%) Mean SE SEE CP Mean SE SEE CP 
Cox Regression Model 
°(-log2,logl0) 20 -.698 .2132 .2034 .95 2.305 .2492 .2526 .94 
40 -.719 .2358 .2537 .93 2.341 .285 .2721 .94 
80 -.724 .2962 .3145 .92 2.360 .3115 .3287 .91 
Probit Regression Model 
(-Iog2,logl0) 20 -.704 .2235 .2132 .96 2.294 .2505 .2694 .96 
40 -.685 .2437 .2605 .94 2.338 .2945 .3078 .95 
80 -.715 .3147 .3052 .93 2.351 .3221 .3474 .94 
Proportional Odds Model 
(0, 1) 20 -.028 .2762 .2952 .93 .980 .2874 .2905 .92 
40 .034 .2857 .3146 .93 1.085 .3072 .3215 .93 
80 .059 .3647 .3347 .92 1.092 .3749 .3845 .89 
° - log 2 = 0 .69314718; loglO = 2 .302585093 
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Table 1 lists the means, the empirical standard errors (SE), the mean of the 
standard error estimates (SEE) and the empirical coverage probability (CP) for 
a normal 95 confidencc interval of regression parameter estimates based on 500 
samples for each missing-data level type. 
From the table, all estimates are closc to the exact values under the light 
missing and we also accept the results under middle and heavy missing. In all 
cases, the parameters are rather well estimated and the sample standard errors 
are in good agreement with the averages of the estimated standard errors for 
these estimates. From the empirical coverage probability, wc see that our method 
can provide accurate confidence intervals for regression parameter. Wc can say 
the proposed algorithm has effective performance, and the proposed method is 
ccrtainly reasonable. 
In the following 3 simulations studies, We performed three estimates: (a) es-
timates based on completely observed units only, CC; (b) our proposed algorithm 
estimates , Proposed] (c) estimates using full data if all data were observed, Full. 
4.2 MCAR : Simulation 2 
This set of simulation includes two binary covariatcs with the first covariate 
completely observed and half of the second covariate missing. And the success 
probabilities of two independent binary covariates are .3 and .5 respectively. All 
the simulation results are based on 200 repetitions of a sample size 200. So this 
is an another type of MCAR mcchanism, only 50% of scconcl covariate values are 
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randomly deleted, is applied in the second set of simulations. 
Tabic 4.2: MCAR - 50% of the second covariate values are randomly missing 
CC Proposed Full 
True 5 仇 /¾ (h /¾ Pi f32 
( A M % Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) 
Cox Regression Model 
(0,0) 0 . 0 0 ( . 0 4 9 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 7 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 2 9 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 4 0 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 2 4 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 2 6 ) 
40 - . 0 2 ( . 0 6 7 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 8 5 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 3 9 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 7 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 3 6 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 5 2 ) 
80 . 0 0 ( . 2 5 0 ) . 1 0 ( . 2 5 7 ) - . 0 2 ( . 1 3 5 ) . 0 8 ( . 1 7 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 2 0 ) - . 0 1 ( . 1 2 2 ) 
(1,1) 0 . 0 1 ( . 0 6 1 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 7 1 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 3 4 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 5 4 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 2 7 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 3 3 ) 
40 . 0 5 ( . 1 0 4 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 9 3 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 5 7 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 6 6 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 8 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 4 ) 
80 . 0 5 ( . 2 5 3 ) - . 0 4 ( . 2 3 9 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 4 5 ) - . 0 3 ( . 1 8 6 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 2 8 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 2 1 ) 
Probit Regression Model 
(0,0) 0 . 0 4 ( . 0 8 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 6 0 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 5 1 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 5 0 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 3 7 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 3 8 ) 
40 . 0 3 ( . 0 9 2 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 9 6 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 5 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 7 5 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 4 9 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 8 ) 
80 . 0 4 ( . 2 2 8 ) . 0 4 ( . 2 6 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 1 2 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 6 5 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 0 8 ) - . 0 1 ( . 1 0 3 ) 
(1,1) 0 . 0 2 ( . 0 5 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 4 9 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 3 2 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 4 0 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 2 3 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 2 8 ) 
40 . 0 4 ( . 1 0 4 ) . 0 8 ( . 0 8 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 6 0 ) . 0 6 ( . 0 8 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 7 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 5 4 ) 
80 . 0 4 ( . 2 5 4 ) - . 0 4 ( . 2 7 9 ) . 0 7 ( . 1 3 0 ) - . 0 3 ( . 1 8 3 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 1 8 ) - . 0 3 ( . 1 2 1 ) 
Proportional Odds Model 
(0,0) 0 - . 0 2 ( . 1 1 1 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 3 4 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 6 4 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 7 8 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 5 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 5 5 ) 
40 - . 0 4 ( . 1 5 9 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 5 8 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 9 5 ) . 0 0 ( . 1 3 3 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 8 4 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 0 0 ) 
80 . 0 4 ( . 2 6 7 ) . 0 3 ( . 2 8 1 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 3 3 ) - . 0 2 ( . 2 0 5 ) . 0 1 ( . 1 2 3 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 1 6 ) 
(1,1) 0 . 0 4 ( . 1 2 3 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 2 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 7 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 9 4 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 0 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 4 1 ) 
40 - . 0 7 ( . 1 6 1 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 9 6 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 9 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 4 1 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 7 6 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 9 1 ) 
80 - . 0 6 ( . 3 1 4 ) . 0 8 ( . 2 7 8 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 7 2 ) - . 0 7 ( . 2 1 5 ) . 0 0 ( . 1 5 2 ) - . 0 6 ( . 1 4 6 ) 
For this MCAR simulation result in tabic 2，there has around 50% reduction 
in the first estimates variance as compared to using only the data with no missing-
records. We may say that substantial gain in first covariate efficiency for using 
the proposed method. For the complete case and proposed method case, the 
two-parameter estimates are not significantly different. As we see the variance of 
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second covariate, the variance in our proposed method is always smaller than in 
complete case, however, they also indicates that the variances in complete case 
and incomplete case both increases rapidly as the percentage of censoring gets 
larges. To summarize, our result are near or close to Chen and Little (2001), and 
in the 80% censoring case, we obtained smaller variance for the sccond covariate. 
4.3 MAR : Simulation 3 
This set of simulation includes two binary covariates with the first covariate 
completely observed and half of the second covariate missing. And the success 
probabilities of two independent binary covariatcs are .3 and .5 respectively. All 
the simulation results are based on 200 repetitions of a sample size 200. The 
third set utilizes one type of the MAR mcchanism, in which the records did not 
include the information of the sccond covariate with follow-up time greater than 
the median follow-up time. 
This MAR simulation result was shown in tabic 3. As expcctcd, complete-case 
estimates are seriously biased and our proposed method estimate corrccts this 
bias. On the other hand, the second covariate variances in our proposed method 
is bigger than the ones in table 2. Our results is better than that in Chen and 
Little (2001), wc could also get a better result, cspccially in 40% censoring ease. 
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Tabic 4.3: MAR - The second covariate value of the subjcct is deleted if its 
follow-up time is greater than median folow-up time. 
CC Proposed Full — 
True S f3x p2 Pi th Pi (32 
(01,/¾)% Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) 
Cox Regression Model 
(0,0) 0 . 0 3 ( . 0 6 2 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 5 7 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 3 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 5 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 3 4 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 3 3 ) 
40 . 0 4 ( . 0 8 7 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 0 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 4 8 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 9 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 1 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 4 8 ) 
80 - . 0 1 ( . 1 9 2 ) - . 0 6 ( . 2 2 3 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 2 6 ) . 0 5 ( . 1 8 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 9 7 ) . 0 1 ( . 1 0 2 ) 
(1,1) 0 - . 6 1 ( . 0 6 2 ) - . 7 1 ( . 0 5 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 8 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 5 6 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 3 3 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 2 3 ) 
40 - . 4 1 ( . 0 9 2 ) - . 3 2 ( . 1 1 6 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 6 6 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 0 3 ) . 0 8 ( . 0 5 0 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 4 5 ) 
80 - . 1 8 ( . 1 7 3 ) - . 2 6 ( . 2 1 8 ) . 0 5 ( . 1 4 4 ) . 0 3 ( . 2 0 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 1 1 1 ) - . 0 3 ( . 1 1 7 ) 
Probit Regression Model 
(0,0) 0 . 0 3 ( . 0 6 4 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 7 2 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 3 1 ) - . 0 6 ( . 0 5 7 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 3 1 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 3 3 ) 
40 - . 0 5 ( . 0 9 7 ) - . 1 0 ( . 1 5 4 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 8 4 ) - . 0 4 ( . 1 0 8 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 2 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 6 8 ) 
80 - . 0 5 ( . 2 1 5 ) - . 0 4 ( . 2 4 5 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 2 2 ) - . 0 4 ( . 1 9 6 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 9 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 0 2 ) 
(1,1) 0 - . 7 3 ( . 0 5 9 ) - . 5 2 ( . 0 6 0 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 3 5 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 5 7 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 2 6 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 2 8 ) 
, 4 0 - . 4 5 ( . 0 8 6 ) - . 4 5 ( . 0 6 5 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 5 4 ) - . 0 1 ( . 1 2 3 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 5 2 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 7 4 ) 
80 - . 2 6 ( . 2 1 9 ) - . 3 3 ( . 1 7 8 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 2 3 ) . 0 3 ( . 2 2 1 ) - . 0 3 ( . 1 0 1 ) - . 0 8 ( . 1 2 1 ) 
Proportional Odds Model 
(0,0) 0 . 0 0 ( . 1 1 3 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 5 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 6 8 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 0 6 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 7 5 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 5 5 ) 
4 0 - . 0 1 ( . 1 3 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 6 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 8 2 ) . 0 6 ( . 1 6 0 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 8 4 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 1 2 ) 
80 . 0 1 ( . 2 5 4 ) . 0 5 ( . 2 5 3 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 3 5 ) - . 0 2 ( . 2 3 6 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 2 6 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 4 1 ) 
(1,1) 0 - . 3 5 ( . 0 7 6 ) - . 3 4 ( . 1 3 5 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 7 6 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 1 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 4 5 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 1 ) 
40 - . 3 2 ( . 0 8 3 ) - . 3 5 ( . 1 6 4 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 9 0 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 4 5 ) - . 0 8 ( . 0 7 5 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 8 5 ) 
80 - . 1 6 ( . 2 0 6 ) - . 2 4 ( . 2 3 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 1 6 2 ) . 0 5 ( . 2 4 2 ) - . 0 2 ( . 1 4 9 ) - . 0 5 ( . 1 5 8 ) 
4.4 MAR : Simulation 4 
In the last simulation study, we apply the next MAR mechanism, in which 
the probability of missing for the second covariatc dircctly depends on the value 
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of first covariate. The simulation results are shown in Table 4. 
The success probabilities of two independent binary covariates are .5, the per-
centage of censoring is fixed at 50% and probability of not missing is: the second 
covariate value of the subject is deleted depend on the value of first covariate, 
.3 + .4 x the value of Zi, for 50% missing in Z2l 
Pr(Z2 is not missing) 二 < 
.65 + .3 x the value of Zi, for 20% missing in Z2. 
< 
Table 4.4: MAR - The sccond covariatc value of the subject is deleted depend on 
the value of first covariate 
CC Proposed Filll 
z2 — 
True missing (3\ /¾ /?i /¾ /?i /¾ 
{Pi,P2) % Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) Bias(Var) 
Cox Regression Model 
(0,0) 20 - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 6 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 6 6 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 4 1 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 3 9 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 4 9 ) 
50 - . 0 3 ( . 1 0 3 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 0 8 ) - . 0 4 ( . 0 6 2 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 9 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 4 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 1 ) 
(1,1) 20 . 0 3 ( . 0 6 5 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 6 7 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 4 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 7 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 4 9 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 4 5 ) 
50 - . 0 2 ( . 1 1 2 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 2 8 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 7 1 ) . 0 9 ( . 1 0 8 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 8 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 5 5 ) 
Probit Regression Model 
(0,0) 20 - . 0 6 ( . 0 6 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 7 0 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 4 3 ) - . 0 2 ( . 0 5 0 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 4 2 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 4 1 ) 
50 - . 0 8 ( . 0 9 1 ) . 0 3 ( . 1 2 0 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 8 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 8 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 4 3 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 6 ) 
(1,1) 20 . 0 4 ( . 0 7 0 ) . 0 7 ( . 0 6 9 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 5 1 ) - . 0 8 ( . 0 6 0 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 4 5 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 4 2 ) 
50 . 0 7 ( . 1 1 5 ) . 0 8 ( . 1 1 4 ) . 0 7 ( . 0 6 8 ) . 0 8 ( . 1 0 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 5 1 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 5 3 ) 
Proportional Odds Model 
(0,0) 20 - . 0 5 ( . 0 7 1 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 7 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 5 3 ) - . 0 3 ( . 0 5 6 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 4 7 ) . 0 1 ( . 0 4 4 ) 
50 - . 1 0 ( . 1 0 9 ) . 0 2 ( . 1 1 8 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 6 2 ) . 0 4 ( . 0 9 0 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 4 6 ) . 0 5 ( . 0 4 5 ) 
(1,1) 20 . 0 6 ( . 0 7 5 ) . 0 6 ( . 0 8 7 ) - . 0 5 ( . 0 5 5 ) . 0 2 ( . 0 6 8 ) . 0 0 ( . 0 5 1 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 5 4 ) 
50 . 0 6 ( . 0 8 1 ) . 0 8 ( . 1 1 8 ) . 0 7 ( . 0 7 1 ) . 0 4 ( . 1 2 0 ) - . 0 1 ( . 0 5 5 ) . 0 3 ( . 0 5 8 ) 
As wc seen, for both covariates, the parameter estimates from complete case 
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and from proposed method a.re consistent. Proposed method is more efficient than 
complete cases' in different percentage of missing. On the whole, our proposed 
method results is comparable to Paik and Tsai (1997). 
From simulation studies in section 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, we may conclude that the 
Cox regression model and Probit regression model have the similar result. Their 
variances of the estimators arc smaller than in the Proportional odds model. 
Overall, wc can say the proposed method can correct the bias and gives a rea-





In this scction we analyze the mouse leukemia data set, Kalbfleisch and Prentice 
(1980, Appendix. 1，dataset V) from a study concluctcd in the laboratories of 
Dr.Robert Nowinski at the Fed Hutchinson Cancer Center. In this study, 204 
AKR micc were examined for gcnctic and viral factors that may influcncc the 
spontaneous leukemia in mouse. The study was recorded not only incomplete 
several covariates information but also the date of death, the date of birth, the 
disposition of disease at death and the type of death for each mouse. We can get 
the survival time form the date of birth and death. There were 67 mice died from 
thymic leukemia. 
According to Kalbficisch and Prcntice (1980, Section 8.5), they suggest that 
the Gpd-1 phenotype and viral level were the two important factors. For simplic-
ity, wc cliangc the covariates to be catcgorial variable : the first covariate, Z\，is 
Gpd-1 phenotype which is a categorical variable with 0 for b/b and 1 for a/b\ the 
second covariate, Z2, is viral level which classify be 0 if below 10
4 and 1 otherwise. 
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In this study, seventy-five mice do not have second covariate information only and 
twenty-nine mice are miss-measured both covariates. However, determinations of 
Gpd-1 phenotype began midway through the study on mice, who survived not 
less than 400 days. Wc can believe that the missingness of covariates strongly 
depend on the failure time and around half (31 out of 67) of the non-censoring 
micc fell in this time interval. To take these considerations, it is reasonable to 
assume that this study was following a missing at random MAR mechanism. 
Table 5.1 lists the estimates of regression coefficients in the Cox regression 
model by a) complete case with partial likelihood, CC; b) approximate partial 
likelihood, A PL (Lin and Ying 1993;Prcntice 1986); c) nonparamctric maximum 
likelihood, NPML (Chen and Little, 1999); d) profile conditional likelihood, PCL 
(Chen and Little, 2001); e) our proposed method, Proposed. ‘ 
Tabic 5.1: Analysis of the Example Under Cox Regression model 
CC APL NPML PCL Proposed 
Pi fh Pi (h Pi (h A /¾ Pi /¾ 
-1.44 1.44 -1.21 2.14 -1.49 1.67 -1.59 1.68 -1.48 1.73 
.3598 .2096 .3834 .2194 .3481 .1879 .3984 .2601 .3620 .1921 
.2096 .5194 .2194 .3535 .1879 .2981 .2601 .3943 .1921 .3116 
° The first row is parameter estimates, the last two rows are covariancc estimates. 
From the result of the regression analysis, that has cvidencc to believe that 
both Gpd-1 phenotype and virus level are strongly associated with the mortality 
of thymic leukemia by including the incomplete observations. 
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According to our simulation results, the parameter estimates are close with 
NPML, PCL and Proposed methods. Secondly, we also conclude that the miss-
ing data, though substantial, do not seem to invalidate the complete case {CC} 
estimate a great deal for this particular dataset. The reason may be that most 
of the missing covariates occurred in those subjects with short follow-up times. 
Then our methods can correct the bias over CC parameter estimates. 
Figure 5.1 plot the and /¾ against the numbers of the iteration witli Cox 
regression Model, start with a specific initial values. We see that both parameter 
estimates are stable and convergence occured around 4500 iterations. 
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Figure 5.1: Convcrgcncc plot of regression parameter (a) /¾ & (b) /¾ of the Mouse 




In contrast to recent work in this field, this paper puts emphasis on the 
cliangc in transformation model rather than trying to spccify the baslinc survival 
function. It is natural in our approach that using a MCMC simple method to . 
handle the survival data, set with possibily missing or mismcasurcd covariates. 
Since our procedure is based on the marginal likelihood principle, the efficiency 
of the procedure is cxpectcd to be good. From the simulation studies and example, 
the prospoed method has shown to yield efficeint estimates of the regression 
parameter when covariates are subjcct to missing values and the missing data 
arc MAR and MCAR without specifying the baseline survival function. And by 
this algorithm, an estimate of the variance matrix of the regression parameter 
estimator is easily obtained. 
When all covariatcs are categorical, the method is appealing bccause all of the 
conditional expectations can be expressed in terms of finite summations, which 
arc easy to carry out. However, if the data set contains continuous covariates, 
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the diffficuly is the specification of the distribution of the covaraites. So, in 
multivariate covariate situations, the problem will be more complex as specifying 
the missing covariate distribution first. 
Finally, the proof of consisitency and asymptotic normality of the proposed 
estimator is still an open problem, but our simulation results seem to point to 
the asymptotoic validity of the proposed method. 
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Appendix 
A Gibbs Sampling Procedure 
(a) 
Let Y =(^1，..., Yn) be n independent random variables each is restricted to (0,1). 
Suppose that the covariatcs Z arc fully observcred. Assume Yi has survival func-
tion $(1 - u, Zi, P). Define 
A =肌 . . .，Yn ) : < K < i = 1, , n}, 
where 
min(Yj,j e Ai) ifA{ ^ 0, 
1 — e otherwise, 
and 
miniXjJ e Bi) ifB{ ^ 0 , 
yr = l 
0 otherwise, 
< 
where Ai and Bi defined in Section 2.1. As defined in (2.7), Y conditional on 
Y e A follows the conditional distribution Z, /3). And then, conditional on 
all other Yj(j + i) fixed, Ui follows the distribution function 1 — ¢(1 - y, Z “ (T) 
restricted to the interval 
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Owing to the idea of Gibbs sampling, the irreducible Markov chain with sta-
tionary distribution Z, /3) is given by the following four steps. Let Yk = 
(y/',..., Yrl
k) be the current values of Y. Then, to generate next value from 
•), our sampling procedure proceeds as follows. 
Step 1 S c “ 二 1. 
Step 2 Set Ur = 1- ¢(1 - VT，Zu /3) and U{ + = 1 - ¢(1 - Zh p) 
Step 3 Generate 1/严)from Unif[t/T，“广].Set = 1 - ^ ( 1 - ^ + 1 ^ Z h /3), 
where Z, (3) is the inverse function of Z, (5) in terms of the first 
argument. 
Step 4 if z < n, then i = i + 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise stop, 
(b) 
Suppose in the z-th observation, it has missing covariates. After the Appendix (a) 
procedure, wc can have the value of Y and then wc now simulate its covariatcs 
by the conditional distribution Pr(Z\Y: p.) 
P r ( z ] Y . 3 ) = ^l~yuZhP)xPr{Z) 
( 狀 … — U n 、 Z 、 、 h 4 x Pr(z)dz 
proof. 
^ = ^ 
ex Pr{Y\ZJ) x Pr{Z) 
= c j ) ( l - y , Z ^ ) x P r ( Z ) 
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